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Where is Trump coming from? 
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Anger against unfairness and “the establishment”
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A world of increasing economic inequality 
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Returning to Belle Epoque and pre-French Revolution times
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Rapid job losses due to demographics and digitization   
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McKinsey Global Institute, January, 
2017 –
Productivity Growth p.a.

Steam engine – 0.3%          
1850-1910 
Early robotics – 0.4%          
1993-2007
Information Technology – 0.6%          
1995 -2005
Robotics and AI                   0.8-1.4%     
2015-2065

By 2055, half of the world’s jobs are at 
risk of displacement 



Rise of nationalism, chauvinism, nativism, and localism 
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Rise of strongmen for “national renaissance”  
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How the mega rich overturned American politics in their favour 
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Key aides associated with the “military-industrial-financial complex” (1)  

General James Mattis: 
Secretary of Defence-
Nicknamed “Mad-dog”, 
hater of Iran and 
political Islam 

Steven Mnuchin: 
Treasury Secretary, 
former Goldman Sachs 
partner and hedge 
funder (X-men & Avatar). 
Purchased bailed-out 
bank for pennies, then 
aggressively foreclosed 
thousands of families.    

Jeff Sessions: Attorney 
General, most vocal 
anti- immigration voice 
in Senate, Old South 
icon who said KKK was 
Okay. 

Steve Brannon: Chief 
Strategist and Senior 
Adviser, apparently back 
in favour due to Russia-
Gate  CEO of Trump final 
campaign, former Goldman 
Sachs, and chairman of alt-
right Breitbart News, 
connected to anti-Pope 
Francis faction in Vatican 
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ExxonMobil CEO Rex 
Tillerson,  Secretary of 
State, with close ties 
to Putin over Arctic 
resources



Key aides associated with the “military-industrial-financial complex” (2) 

Gary Cohn: National 
Economic Council 
Director, Goldman 
Sachs President and 
former Goldman 
commodities trader 
(Trump’s campaign 
rhetoric against Hilary-
Goldman link 
notwithstanding) 

Alexander Acosta as Secretary 
of Labour – Florida law school 
dean - George W. Bush 
veteran as head of  Justice 
Department’s civil rights 
division and U.S. attorney in 
Florida. To replace Andrew 
Puzder: owner of fast-food 
chains Carl's Jr. and Hardees 
(against higher minimum 
wage) 

Scott Pruitt: Head of the 
Environmental 
Protection Agency, 
Climate Change denier, 
currently suing the EPA 
as Attorney Gerneral of 
Oklahoma

Linda McMahon: Head of  
Small Business 
Administration, 30-year 
close friend, co-founder 
and former CEO of  
wrestling franchise WWE, 
a $650m listed company, 
another billionaire to 
join the wealthiest White 
House in modern history
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Ryan Zinke, as 
Secretary for the 
Interior,  20-year 
veteran in Navy Seals, 
Climate Change 
doubter from Montana



Key aides associated with the “military-industrial-financial complex” (3) 
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H.R. McMaster, respected 
military strategist, as 
National Security Advisor, to 
replace Retired General 
Mike Flynn, hater of Radical 
Islam, opponent of Iran Deal, 
and Russia-friendly –
dismissed for having misled 
VP Mike Pence over talks 
with the Russians  

Rick Perry, Energy 
Secretary, Former 
Texas Governor

Elaine Chao, 
Transportation 
Secretary, Labor 
Secretary for full two 
terms of George W. 
Bush, wife of Mitch 
McConnell, Senate 
majority leader

Betsy DeVos, 
Education Secretary, 
multi-billionaire 
philanthropist, 
champion of voucher 
schools. 

Wilbur Ross: 
Commerce Secretary, 
billionaire private-
equity investor and 
“King of Bankruptcies”.   



Strengthening the military by squeezing healthcare   
Make our Military so over-powering that we don’t ever have to use it. 
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Sees military as panacea 
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Hastening global re-armament and arms race 
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Complicating stability in the South China Sea
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East Asian pragmatism trumps military rhetoric 
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China’s state-of-the-art multi-theatre nuclear deterrence  
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Mutual assured destruction and war- weary US public restrain war impulse 
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Less interventionist but aggressive, transactional foreign policy 
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Pro-Russia rhetoric worries Americans and allies
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Pipe-dream of US-Russian détente to contain China 
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Japan and US interests not fully allied 
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• Continues to expand US military 
strength in AP to contain China and 
boost “military-industrial complex”.

• Expects Japan to bear a larger burden
• Supports Abe to loosen Japan’s war-

time constitutional constraints on 
Japan’s force projection 

• Japan’s global power constrained by 
acute aging demographics and lack of 
cultural inclusiveness 



Taiwan - a useful ploy but a hot chestnut  
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North Korea calls Trump’s bluff
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Decades of mistrust with continual US hidden agenda of 
regime change have convinced North Korea that nuclear 
deterrence is the only effective insurance policy. 



Trade protectionism may be preceded by WTO-compliant measures 
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• TPP scrapped

• NAFTA to be renegotiated

• Talked of 45%  and 35% tax on China and Mexico 
imports, others 5%?

• Possible Destination-based taxation with border 
adjustment (DBTBA) - to tax income earned 
domestically and allow deduction only for domestically 
sourced costs. Net exporters (like aircraft 
manufacturers) would benefit. Companies with a high 
net import share (like apparel or computers) would 
suffer. Importers with smaller margins would be hit 
hard. 

• Wants to punish China for apparent unwillingness to 
bring North Korea to heel

• Likely to target China over shared technology 
requirements, imports of excess capacity of steel, 
aluminium, glass, and solar



Trumps’ China-basher-in-chief
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“China needs US as much if not more than vice versa”- “If China doesn’t give us better terms, we will re-consider One 
China Policy” – Going for the jugular or Responsible hardball? Frenemies?  



Trade war with China will hurt US more
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• Only 19% of China's exports to US v Mexico's 82%. 
• Exports = 20% of China's GDP, - services, investment and 

consumption. Net export = ~3 %
• Trade wars may damage US more than China: tariffs of 

45% on China would reduce America's GDP by 0.77 % by 
2019, compared to China's reduction of 0.3% (Goldman 
Sachs). 

• Immediate losers - American consumers, who will face 
increasing inflationary pressures.

• China may retaliate robustly targeting airplanes, cars, 
agricultural products and key US enterprises in China. China 
may also sell more US Treasury bonds, putting pressure on 
US interest rates.

• Targeting imports misses reality of inter-connected global 
supply and value chain. Tariffs unlikely to boost 
competitiveness.

• Dr. Richard Haass, president of the Council on Foreign 
Relations, "trade has an important geopolitical dividend. 
…. supporting allies and promoting human development 
…..integrating adversaries in ways that makes them think 
twice before they disrupt the status quo."

Currency manipulator accusation not substantiated 



Trade war with China will rack global value chains  
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Bilateralism won’t work with distributed global value chains 
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Globalized supply and value chains

Digitization knows no borders Dense linkages of transportation, energy, communications infrastructure



Extreme measures against illegal immigrants may be unconstitutional 

• 11 m illegals in US. 
• Law against “birthright citizenship” – re-

interpretation of 14th Amendment 
• Triple number of border control officers 
• Cut off federal grants to sanctuary cities
• Build 1,000 km “wall” including 

impassable terrain an no-man’s land-
Israel: $2m@km wall

• Mexico to pay e.g. higher border fees, 
impounding illegal’s remittances, 
strongarming the Mexican gov’t  

• Muslin travel pan on 7 selected countries 
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San Francisco, Seattle, Santa Clara, and 
certain Massachusetts states challenge 
Trump’s “sanctuary city” policy as 
unconstitutional 



Rebuilding infrastructure has yet to deliver beyond rhetoric 
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$ repatriation strengthens US economy and greenback short-term 

• $2.5 trillion funds to be repatriated - greenback, Japanese yen, interest rates, 
US stock market etc.

• Massive tax reductions – 15% corporate tax 
• Drastically revamp Tax Code of 74,608 pages – to single page for small guys
• One-time repatriation of US funds to enjoy 10% special tax rate 
• Tax penalties on outsourcing of jobs 
• Massive infrastructural opportunities 
• Renegotiate North America Free Trade Area (NAFTA) deal with Mexico 
• Threatens to leave WTO unless with better terms  
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Re-invigorating the economy through tax cuts not sustainable?  
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The maths assume that tax cuts will spur 
growth, boost profits, create more jobs 
and wages — all of which gives the 
government more money to tax.

But the strategy has been tried twice –
most recently by President George W. 
Bush and earlier during the Reagan 
administration.

It didn't work, and budget deficits added 
trillions to the national debt.

On the other hand, after tax rates 
went up during the Clinton 
administration, federal tax receipts also 
went up and the national debt as a share 
of GDP went down.



Drill, baby, drill, and to hell with the Paris Agreement
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OPEC notwithstanding, prices yield to demand change  
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• OPEC + Non-OPEC including 
Russia agreed Nov 2016  to cut 
output by ~ 1.8 m bpd first half  
2017.

• Compliance ~ 90 %, Reuters - OPEC 
may extend from July if global 
inventories fail to drop enough.

• US oil and shale production set to 
shoot up under Trump

• Iraq and Iran may pump more for 
money 

• China economy set to reduce demand 
– slowing growth + going green 

• Greenback likely to continue to 
strengthen, depressing price hikes

• Price 20/02/17 at ~$54 /b 
• Forecast range $40 - $65 during 2017 

and probably to 2020



US net energy exporter, with lurking soil pollution time bomb  
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Drastic repeal of Obamacare backfires in Senate 
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• According to the Congressional Budget Office, 15 million 
fewer Americans would be insured in 2018 than under 
existing law.

• Senator John McCain, who returned to the Senate after 
receiving a diagnosis of brain cancer, cast the decisive vote 
to defeat the “skinny repeal” measure.



12 quick key departures in six months suggest feuds and disunity 
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Anthony Scaramucci, Director of 
Communications, 10 days Sally Yates, acting AG, 11 days

Michael Flynn, National Security 
Advisor, 23 days

Katie Walsh, Deputy Chief of Staff , 70 days Mike Dubke, first Communications Director, 86 days Angella Reid, White House Usher, 106 days



12 quick key departures in six months – cont’d  
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James Comey, FBI Director,, 110 days, 
fired by messenger 

Deputy National Security Advisor, ex-Fox News 
analyst, 118 days

Walter Schaub, Director of Government Ethics, 
resigned after 181 days over “”kleptocracy”  fears

Sean Spicer, Press Secretary, resigned, 183 days Michael Short, assistant press secretary, resigned 
187 days

Replaced by retired General Kelly, Secretary 
of Homeland Security, 189 days



All in the Family? 
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“Russia-gate” continues to fester
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Tearing up agreements undermines credibility 
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Strategic unpredictability challenges reliability and standing 
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Retreat from global obligations discredits leadership  
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Unless the United States is directly threatened, as in 
North Korea 



Backtracking on Climate Change grows China’s influence 
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Scrapping TPP favours China-led alternatives - RCEP and FTAAP
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Tarnished city on a hill  - End of Pax Americana 
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World opinions of the US declining sharply
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Plummeting public support risks GOP losing control of the House

• Independent Quinnipiac survey (2 August, 2017) – 43% 
of white working-class voters approved of his job 
performance, while 50% disapproved. Fully 43% 
disapproved “strongly” v 29 % approved strongly.

• 53% disapprove of Mr. Trump’s handling of health care.
• Only 35% say that his presidency makes them feel proud, 

v 44% who say that it embarrasses them. (For the 
electorate as a whole, much worse: 26 %  feel proud, 
54% embarrassed.)

• 54% say that Russian government interfered with the 
2016 presidential election; 51% say that Mr. Trump is 
not taking the investigation seriously enough. 49%  think 
he is attempting to derail or obstruct it.  White working-
class voters—the president’s base— gave him two-thirds 
of their vote just eight months ago.

• 52% want to see the Democrats take control of the 
House after the 2018 midterm elections, v 38% who 
want the Republicans to retain the control they have 
enjoyed since 2010. An earlier ABC/Washington Post 
survey yielded identical results.
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GOP prepared for a 2020 new President? 

51

VP Mike Pence denies rumour  



Retreat from maintaining West-dominated liberal world order
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Trump nonchalant about  fractured and uncertain Europe 
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World becoming more inter-connected and inter-dependent with distributed and diffused powers
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Would Trump spring the Thucydides Trap?
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Uncontrollable costs, insights on other’s redlines, proactive engagement, preventive mechanisms, locking into rule-
based order, and realistic  accommodation. In any case, it would be destructive of Trump’s family businesses.  



North Korea calls Trump’s bluff
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Decades of mistrust with continual US hidden agenda of 
regime change have convinced North Korea that nuclear 
deterrence is the only effective insurance policy. 



Does the story of the Vietnam War ring a bell for North Korea? 
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Taiwan - a useful ploy but a hot chestnut  
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Taiwan status quo with closer Mainland links works least bad for all? 
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South China Sea offers joint resource exploitation and ecological management opportunities 
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China recently achieved breakthrough in extracting “flammable ice” 
(methane hydrates) in the South China Sea. The energy reserve is 
estimated to be more than the world’s other fossil fuels combined. Joint 
management of ecologically fragile sites and fishing resources which 
know no boundaries. Joint monitoring of regional ecology, including 
currents, climatic conditions, bio-diversity, oceanic sciences. 



Towards a multi-polar, if not bi-polar, world order?  
Multiplex World World unlikely be dominated by US or China alone
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